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Background
The objective of WP8 is to apply the findings in WP2 to WP6 to actual ship designs, evaluate their
potential, and make cost benefit assessments of the applied systems.
It has been assumed that most marine transportation services are performed under “cut throat”
competition were very few operators can afford the luxury of providing a service that exceeds the
explicit requirements from its customers and from the regulatory bodies.
The customers of marine transportation services, i.e. the cargo owners, are likewise living in a
competitive environment which limits their ability to ask for and pay for a service that would more
than just fulfil rules and regulations.
There are exceptions: more and more people are asking for and are prepared to pay a premium for
products and services which are sustainable. Unfortunately, on a global scale they are a minority that
have a negligible global impact.
A few suppliers in each sector have the position and are operating under such conditions that they
can exploit and make a business case around environmental responsibility and sustainability. The
additional cost resulting from this is recouped in the marketing side.
Corporate Social Responsibility, CSR, is a buzzword in the corporate world today which implies that
there are values other than pure profit that should be the driver for a commercial enterprise.
However, the ultimate driver for most commercial enterprises will always be profit but the profit
must be generated in a way that is acceptable for its customers and owners.
There are in principle two ways to get a wider impact for design solutions that can improve
sustainability and generate a smaller carbon foot print:
1. Stricter rules and regulations
Stricter rules will drive the development, but it is of fundamental importance that the rule
makers take a holistic view in order to prevent the stricter rules from becoming
counterproductive (e.g. modal back shift from sea to land which for sure will increase GHG
emission from the transport sector).
2. Good return on investment
Many measures can be taken that will reduce the operational cost of the ship and reduce the
environmental impact. In order for this to happen, investment funding needs to be provided
and business models need to be created so that shipowners can increase their time horizon
for the pay-back time of an investment.
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Methodology
Two EffShip platform designs have been used for application of the technologies and systems that
were identified and developed in WP2 to WP6.


The first platform design is a state of the art roro vessel design developed for Imperial
Shipping.



The second platform design is a Panamax tanker with an operational profile of long
transcontinental sea legs.
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1. EffShip Platform Vessels and evaluated applications
1.1 Platform vessel 1 - 3 deck 3200 lm roro ship
The ship is a roro carrier, intended for roro handling of non-unitised cargos, unitised cargo, cargo on
wheels, road vehicles, etc.
The ship is equipped with a single screw controllable pitch propeller, single spade rudder, soft nose
and bulbous bow and moderate pram stern with skeg.
The installed propulsion power is approx. 18 000 kW and two engine options has been considered:



Alternative 1: 1 x Wärtsilä 8RT-flex60C direct driven
Alternative 2: 2 x Wärtsilä 8L46F with reduction gear

The service speed is 18 knots at 8.2 m draft and 22 knots at 6.9 m draft.
The engine and accommodation are located forward.
Access to the cargo areas is arranged via a full width stern ramp/door to deck 2 and via internal
ramps to deck 3 and 1. The basic version has 3 cargo decks with an option for a 4th cargo deck which
can be added either during the construction phase or as retrofit.
An optional 4th cargo deck will be reached via an internal ramp.
Main particulars and general arrangements can be found in appendix A.

1.2 Platform Vessel 2 - Panamax double hull tanker
The ship is a product tanker for crude oil and refined oil products, single screw design with a 6.86 m
diameter fixed pitch propeller directly connected to a 12 240 kW 2-stroke main engine.
The service speed is 15.5 knots at 12.5 m design draft and 16 knots in ballast condition.
It has double hull for cargo, fuel and slop tanks. The cargo tanks have centreline corrugated
bulkheads. The cargo pumps are steam driven and the tanks can be heated with steam. The steam is
generated in two oil fired boilers and one exhaust gas boiler. All cargo piping is stainless steel and the
cargo tanks can be padded with inert gas from a combined flue and gas generator.
Main particulars and general arrangements can be found in appendix A.

1.3 Evaluated concepts
The following concepts that were identified in work packages 2 to 6 have been evaluated for the
platform vessels:





Fuel
o HFO as fuel with SOx scrubber
o LNG as fuel
o Methanol as fuel
SOx scrubber alternatives
NOx cleaning alternatives
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Energy recovery
o EGB
o Cooling water heat recovery
Energy transformation to useful energy
o Exhaust turbine
o Steam turbine
o Organic Ranke Cycle (ORC)
o Absorptions chillers
Utilization of free energy
o Sail
 Kite
 Flettner rotors
 Fixed profile wing sails
o Solar power
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2. Applications from WP2 - Present and future marine fuel
2.1 Tank sizes HFO, LNG methanol tank
2.1.1 HFO and MDO/MGO tanks
The roro vessel has a heavy fuel oil (HFO) tank capacity of 880 m3 and a diesel oil (DO) tank capacity
of 284 m3. This gives the ship a range of 6000 NM at 16 knots which will allow the ship to reposition
to any location in the world. During normal operation between 1/3 and 1/2 of the tank capacity is
used. A switch from HFO to MGO will not require any modifications to the tanks.

HFO tanks

Figure 1 Tank arrangement of a short sea roro

2.1.2 Methanol tanks
Since the energy content and the density of methanol is lower than for fuel oil, larger methanol tanks
are needed in order to maintain the same operation range. Compared to HFO, theoretically the
methanol tank capacity will have to be 2.5 times larger to hold the same energy content. In practice,
taking into account impurities and water content of the HFO, the methanol tanks need to be 2.3
times the HFO volume in order to have the same operation range.
Ballast tanks converted to
methanol tanks

For conversion of existing ships, it will be
preferred to keep the existing fuel tanks
untouched and convert existing ballast tanks
into methanol tanks.
By converting the engine to a methanol-diesel
engine the methanol tank capacity does not
need to be sized for the maximum range of the
ship. The maximum range of a short sea vessel
is normally sized to allow for worldwide
repositioning. For normal operation only a part
of the bunker tank capacity is used since more
frequent bunkering is preferred in order to
avoid carrying unnecessary deadweight.

Figure 2 Ballast tanks converted to methanol bunker tanks for a short sea roro
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2.1.3 Position of methanol tanks
Both Lloyds Register and DNV are developing rules for utilisation of methanol as fuel. The
requirements for tank location are partly taken from the existing rules for chemical tankers and
supply vessels carrying low flashpoint liquids.
The concept for location of methanol tanks differs considerably from concept for location of fuel oil
tanks. Since an accidental release of methanol is much less of a problem than a comparable oil spill,
locating the methanol tanks towards the outer shell can be accepted as long as the shell surface is
under water. Therefore it has been assumed that the methanol tanks can extend to the bottom
plating but will require cofferdams towards the hull above the lowest waterline.
According to the above mentioned rules methanol tanks are not allowed to have direct boundaries
(be directly adjacent) to any compartment except a fuel pump room. Cofferdams surrounding the
tanks need to have vapour and liquid leak detection. Opening and access to the tanks must be
controlled and the tanks and cofferdams need to be gas free before manholes are opened.
2.1.4 Nitrogen blanketing
Methanol will evaporate from a free surface to a larger extent than fuel oil and since methanol is
soluble in water it will extract moisture from the atmosphere. In a marine environment it can be a
problem with open tank ventilation. Even if it is unlikely, it is still possible that a hazardous
atmosphere can be created at the tank ventilation outlet. Open tank ventilation also includes a risk
that salty air will enter the tank. Even a small amount of sodium chloride will make the methanol
more aggressive for corrosion. A small inert gas pressure will eliminate the evaporation of methanol
and prevent contact between the methanol and the atmosphere.
2.1.5 LNG tanks
All existing LNG installations on-board ships are based on independent cryogenic pressure tanks.
Designs with LNG tanks integrated in the hull structure have been proposed in a number of concepts
but so far none has been built according to that concept. LNG has a slightly higher calorific value than
fuel oil but the density is less than half so the result is that the net volume of LNG is about twice that
of fuel oil if the same operation range is to be obtained.
It is a challenge to fit large cylindrical pressure tanks in a ship. For under-deck arrangement, the gross
volume that is required for LNG tanks is 3 to 4 times the volume of fuel oil. LNG tanks can be fitted
on or above the weather deck but the total weight of the tanks and the fuel often has a significant
negative effect on the stability and the cargo carrying capacity.
For retrofit, the alternative will be to fit the tanks above the weather deck or to occupy valuable
cargo space. Some ropax vessels have an un-utilized lower hold where potentially LNG tanks might
be fitted. Location of tanks in enclosed or semi enclosed space requires special considerations
according to authorities and class societies.
LNG tanks

Engines that are converted to LNG
operation will become dual fuel
engines. This means that they will also
be able to run on fuel oil and hence the
LNG bunkering capacity will not
necessarily have to be sufficient for the
same operational range as operation on
fuel oil.

Figure 3 Short Sea roro with LNG tanks fitted above weather deck
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2.2 Engine technology and fuel treatment
2.2.1 HFO and MDO/MGO
Most slow and medium speed marine engines installations are designed for operation on HFO since
this has been the most economical alternative. Fuel treatment of HFO is quite complex and requires
energy which is normally obtained by heat recovery from the exhaust. The HFO needs to be heated
to become viscous enough to be pumped. It needs to be heated further in order to be able to clean it
in the separator system and finally it has to be heated to approx. 120C before it is injected in the
engine. The HFO separator system is one of the systems that requires the most attention from the
engine room personnel and as mentioned, the total HFO system needs heat. Even if this heat energy
is provided by heat recovery from an exhaust gas boiler it cannot be considered “free”. This energy
has a value and can be better utilized.
A shift from HFO to MGO is a significant cost increase for the ship operation. Currently MGO is about
60% more expensive than HFO. The fuel cost is typically 30-50% of the total operational cost which
means that a shift from HFO to MGO will increase the total operational cost substantially. Operation
on MGO will somewhat reduce the cost for the operation of the particular fuel system and reduce
the cost for maintenance and will open up the possibility to utilize the waste heat for electricity
production or feed back to the propulsion. MGO also has about 4% higher energy content compared
to HFO. The fuel cost increase will be somewhat less than indicated by the ton to ton comparison.
Fuel switching between HFO and MGO will require attention from the engine room personnel since
the shift from the hot HFO to the cold MGO will affect the piping systems.
2.2.2 LNG
LNG can be used in pure gas engines, dual fuel engines or gas-diesel engines. The various engine
concepts are further described in the report from work package 2 “EffShip WP 2 Final report Present
and Future Maritime Fuels” 1.
The fuel treatment for LNG is quite straightforward: a product evaporator ensures that the gas from
the tank has the correct temperature before it reaches the gas valve unit.
2.2.3 Methanol
For utilization of methanol as marine fuel there are in principle two paths to choose.
One path is to upgrade the methanol to a more suitable diesel fuel.
Methanol can be reformed into DME which is an excellent diesel fuel. The process is a catalytic
reaction where two molecules of methanol are transformed into one molecule of DME and one
molecule of water. Approximate 90% of the methanol is converted in the reaction, leaving a mixture
of 10% methanol, 45% DME, and 45% water on molar basis. In industrial production of DME the
components are separated by distillation.
For marine application, the Danish chemical company Haldor Topsoe has proposed using the mixture
as it is. They call the mixture OBATE (on board alcohol to ether). Tests on small diesel engines have
shown that this fuel mixture will ignite properly from the compression heat. In the SPIRETH project
the fuel will be tested in 300 kW engines.
The benefit with the use of OBATE fuel is that the required engine modifications are limited to the
fuel system. A new fuel feed pump needs to be fitted, modifications to the injectors might be
required, and replacement of incompatible sealing material must be done. The drawback is that it
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will require a fuel upgrader on-board. Based on the size of the upgrader designed for the SPIRETH
project the size will reduce the viability of this alternative but further development will most likely
reduce the size.
If the current design is extrapolated to larger engines the size of the upgrader will be somewhat
larger than the space required for the separator room which in principle will be redundant after a
conversion to methanol.

Figure 4 Relative size of OBATE reactor for different engine sizes

Figure 5 Size of OBATE reactor compared with the size of a fuel treatment room

An alternative way to utilize methanol as marine fuel is to help the ignition of the methanol with a
pilot fuel. Two concepts utilizing pilot fuel to ignite the methanol have been developed:
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a) In the dual fuel Otto concept, the methanol is injected together with the combustion air and a
small amount of pilot fuel is then injected into the cylinder close to the top dead centre. The pilot
fuel is ignited by the compression heat and ignites the methanol and air mix. The engine works
according to the Otto principle. The compression ratio has to be lower compared to operation
according to the diesel cycle which means that the engine volume has to be increased in order to
provide the same power output.
b) In the methanol-diesel concept the methanol is injected almost simultaneously with the pilot fuel
directly into the cylinder close to the piston’s top dead centre. The pilot fuel is ignited by the
compression heat and further ignites the methanol. In a two stroke engine there is enough space
to fit a separate methanol fuel valve next to the ordinary fuel oil valve. On the four stroke engine
the feed of methanol and fuel oil has to be fitted in the same fuel valve in separate channels.
Tests performed by Wärtsilä in the EffShip project and presented in the report from work package 2
“EffShip WP 2 Final report Present and Future Maritime Fuels “1 show that the methanol-diesel
concept gives very good combustion performance. The low lubricity of the methanol provides
challenges for the fuel pumps and the fuel valves.
For larger engines where the engine supplier has developed a methanol-diesel conversion kit, the
methanol-diesel concept will probably be a more attractive solution than the OBATE(DME) upgrader.
The OBATE system might be the preferred alternative for smaller engines and for engines where the
engine supplier has not developed a methanol-diesel conversion kit. Operation on OBATE(DME)
requires less modification to the engine. It is expected that third party suppliers will be able to
provide more or less generic engine conversion kits for OBATE operation.

Figure 6 Alternative ways to utilize methanol in internal combustion engines (ICE)

1

There is also a possibility to use methanol in a diesel cycle engine (compression heat induced
combustion) without the use of pilot fuel by applying a glow plug in the cylinder head. The hot
surface of the glow plug will help the methanol ignite at maximum compression. Caterpillar has done
some tests for this for truck engines2 and it is considered to be a possible solution also for marine
engines.
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3. Applications from WP3-Exhaust gas cleaning
The main focus for exhaust gas cleaning is currently on the reduction of SOx and NOx emission to
meet upcoming regulations which will enter into force in 2015 for SOx and 2016 for NOx. Details
regarding the upcoming rules are described in the report for work package 3 “EffShip WP3 Final
report Exhaust Gas Cleaning”3.
In this section a number of exhaust gas cleaning systems will be evaluated for the platform vessels.

3.1 SOx Scrubbers
By installing a SOx scrubber that reduces the SOx content in the exhaust gases a ship owner can
continue to use HFO after 1st of January 2015. The SOx level needs to be reduced to a level that is
similar to the SOx emission of a fuel that contains 0.1% sulphur. SOx cleaning of exhaust gases is a
well-established concept that has been used in land based industry for many years, with a number of
different well proven technologies.
On the marine side scrubbers have been used for the production of inert gas in order to provide inert
gas padding in product tankers.
A number of these technologies have been further developed and adapted for reduction of SOx in
ship exhaust gases.
3.1.1 Dry Scrubber
In a dry scrubbing system, the SOx molecules adhere to the surface of a solid sorbent. In DryEGCS®
technology the SO2 in the exhausts reacts with Ca(OH)2 (limestone) to form CaSO4 (gypsum).

Figure 7 Dry Scrubber fitted aft deck house on Panamax tanker

System

Weight without
consumables

Consumable and
residuals

Dry Scrubber

80 tons

77 + 97 = 170 tons

Table 1 Weight of dry scrubber for the EffShip Panamax tanker
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Consumption
3.5%S to 0.1%S at
14500 kW
continues operation
0.45 tons/h

Range

168 h (1 week)
2600 NM
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3.1.2 Wet Scrubber
In wet scrubbers, a scrubbing liquid that “washes” the SOx out of the gas is introduced into the
exhaust gas stream, and the residuals are then separated from the liquid and stored onboard for
onshore disposal. Wet scrubbers can be divided into open and closed loop systems and there are
also combined systems (hybrid).
There are a number of versions of the wet scrubber that has been tested for marine applications.
The wet scrubber ends up with low exhaust temperatures and for that reason it should be placed
downstream of any SCR or/and EGB (Exhaust Gas Boiler).
Open loop
For open loop scrubbers, sea water is used to spray the exhaust in a “once through process”. Due
to the seawater alkalinity (i.e presence of calcium carbonate, CaCO3) it will react with the sulphur
dioxide SO2 in the exhaust and form CaSO4 (gypsum) and CO2. SO2 is also oxidised and
condensed forming H2SO4 (sulphuric acid) which is diluted into the scrubber water. After the sea
water has passed the exhaust gases it undergoes some minimal treatment before it is returned
to the sea.
IMO has issued Guidelines for Exhaust Gas Cleaning Systems4 that specify the criteria for the
return of wash water to the sea. Assuming the pH, PAH, turbidity, etc. are within the limits, the
wash water can be returned to the sea. It has been assumed that the impact of the H2SO4 diluted
into the sea water will have no environmental impact since the sea water has a very high
buffering capacity. The local impact and the effects of the release of other chemicals not
controlled by the Guidelines for Exhaust Gas Cleaning Systems have not been fully investigated
and additional requirements are expected when it comes to where open loop systems will be
accepted. However, the current status is that there are no restrictions on the use of open loop
systems as long as the IMO requirements are fulfilled.
Closed loop
In the closed loop scrubber, alkaline reagents are added in order to make the wash water
reactive. A commonly used alkaline is NaOH (Caustic soda), which reacts with SOx in the exhausts
to form various sodium sulphites and sulphate.
To remove the accumulated residuals from the wash water, a small bleed-off flow is extracted
and led to a wash water treatment plant. The rest of the wash water is dosed with new alkaline
and fresh water is added to compensate for the bleed-off. The wash water is then re-circulated
to the scrubber. For short term operation in zero discharge mode, the bleed-off can be led to a
holding tank for later discharge.
Arrangements of a wet scrubber
The different wet scrubber alternatives vary a bit in dimensions. The open loop scrubber with the
scrubber tower is a relatively large piece of equipment that requires careful consideration to
arrange onboard in order to avoid having adverse impact on the cargo carrying capacity. The
operation of the open loop scrubber is quite simple and straightforward but will require a high
sea-water flow to clean the exhausts. The closed loop scrubber requires, in addition to the
scrubber tower, a large number of components and chemical handling which increases the
complexity in design and operation considerably. The closed loop scrubber is probably the
solution that provides highest SOx reduction per money spent, however the local effects of the
wash water needs to be further investigated.
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Scrubber
Piping system
Sea water pump
Separator
Sludge tank

Figure 8 Open loop wet scrubber system















Scrubber
Piping system
Sea water pump
Separator
Sludge tank

Figure 9 Closed loop (hybrid) wet scrubber system
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3.1.3

Mk III –with hybrid scrubber

Hybrid scrubber

No scrubber

Figure 10 Closed loop (hybrid) wet scrubber system on EffShip roro

Scrubber for SOx abatement - HFO operation
The design dimensions for a 20 MW two-stroke and a 20 MW four-stroke scrubber differs somewhat. In this study the differences are relatively small and the
variation in dimensions between two suppliers varies more than between two and four stroke applications. The numbers presented below are assumed to be
relevant in both cases.
Equipment
Hybrid
scrubber

Weight
52 ton w
water

Size
Scrubber tower:
 4.2m h=10m

Power
consumption
200 kW
(Appr 1%)

Consumable
(50% NaOH)
13 l/MWh*
20 kg/MWh*

Operational
cost
10 €/MWh*

*MWh of engine mechanical output
** Investment for retrofit minimum 25% more expensive, not considering cost for off hire
Table 2 Weight, investment cost and payback time for hybrid scrubber in the EffShip roro
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Fuel cost saving
Diff MGO, HFO

50 €/MWh*

Investment
New building**
€ 4 000 000

Break even after
100 000 MWh*

at 75%
NMCR
6 700 h
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3.2 NOx reduction technology
In an engine operating according to the diesel principle NOx is formed during the combustion
process, mainly during peak temperatures at the maximum pressure just after TDC (Top Dead
Centre). High efficiency of the diesel engine requires high compression which gives high temperature,
unfortunately this will also increase the NOx emission. NOx reduction technologies which lower the
combustion temperature will increase the fuel consumption.
Lower combustion temperature can be achieved by means of direct interference with the
combustion process:



Delayed fuel injection and by that reduce the maximum combustion pressure and then the peak
temperature
Miller timing: this means that the inlet air valve is closed before the BDC (bottom dead centre).
The scavenging air will then expand further during the movement towards BDC and the
temperature decreases.

Alternatively the temperature can be reduced by adding water to the combustion chamber. Various
technologies have been developed including direct water injection, scavenging air humidification and
water-fuel emulsion.
A third way to reduce the temperature in the combustion chamber is by recirculating part of the
exhaust air, Exhaust Gas Re-circulation (EGR), back into the combustion air. This leads to a lower
oxygen concentration and slower combustion and therefore reduction of NOx emissions. The exhaust
gas needs to be cleaned from sulphur oxides, SOx, before it is recirculated.
All these technologies will increase the fuel consumption and the fuel penalty will increase with
increased NOx reduction and only the EGR technology will have the potential to reduce the NOx
emissions to Tier III levels.
A different concept is to allow the formation of NOx in the combustion process and then eliminate it
in an after-treatment unit by selective catalytic reduction (SCR).
The benefit is that there will be no fuel penalty due to interference with the combustion process
which means that the engine can be optimized for fuel efficiency. The SCR will require a reagent, i.e.
urea, which is injected before the catalyst. The SCR requires a minimum temperature of270C. This
means that for a two stroke engine it has to be positioned before the turbo. On a four stroke engine
it is placed after the turbo but has to be placed before the exhaust gas boiler. The SCR can work with
fuel with high sulphur content. The higher the sulphur content, the higher the required operating
temperature for the SCR.
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Main system components:
SCR converter
Urea injector
Urea dosing unit
Urea holding tank

Figure 11 Two stroke Main Engine 20 MW - Pre turbo SCR

Figure 12 Four stroke Main Engines 2 x 10 MW - SCR

SCR for NOx abatement
Equipment
Weight

Size

Power
consumption

Consumable
(40% Urea)

Operational cost

Investment
New building

Two stroke Main Engine 20 MW
Pre turbo SCR
8 ton

 3.1m h=4.5m

8 kW
(Appr 0.04%)

16 l/MWh*

4 €/MWh*

€ 500 000**

2 x 5 kW
(Appr 0.05%)

11 l/MWh*

3 €/MWh*

€ 400 000**

3 kW

11 l/MWh*

3 €/MWh*

€ 40 000**

Four stroke Main Engines 2 x 10 MW
SCR
2 x 7 ton
2x
2.3 x 2.3 m h=4m
4 stroke Aux Engines total 1.6 MW
SCR
1.5 ton
1 x 1 m h=2.8m

* MWh of engine mechanical output
** The upcoming IMO NOx rules 2016 are applicable to newbuildings. Retrofit will only be relevant in areas were special conditions apply, e.g. national requirements such as the Norwegian NOx
fund
Table 3 Weight, investment cost and payback time for SCR for NOx abatement
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4. Applications from WP4 - Energy efficiency and energy recovery
The propulsion of the ship is of course the dominating energy consumer. In order to design an energy
efficient ship the operational profile including cargo carrying capacity, schedule speed, trading area,
etc. need to be known. By hull optimization, careful selection and matching of main engine,
reduction gear and propeller an efficient design can be developed. This is a very complex task.
A significant complication is that during a ship’s lifetime it will normally operate a considerable
amount of time outside of its design conditions. The task of optimizing a ship design for lifetime
performance adds to the complexity.
The “traditional” ship design is an established field of research and development where many
organisations are active. Reports and papers are frequently published. SSPA, one of the EffShip
partners, is for example one of the leading organisations for hull and propeller optimization. The
energy efficiency and energy recovery work in EffShip has not focused on these topics but have
rather focused on the less investigated areas such as optimisation of energy recovery.
The platform designs used in EffShip are already optimized and represent state of the art
performance. The challenge has been to improve efficiency even further.

Figure 13 Order of magnitude; hull resistance, losses, propeller thrust and total efficiency
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4.1 Heat recovery

Shaft power output
49.3%

Heat radiation 0.6%

Air cooler 14.1%

Exhaust gas 25.4%

Jacket water cooler 6.3%

Lube oil cooler 4.3%

In order to illustrate the energy efficiency of a ship’s diesel engine a Sankey diagram can be used.

Fuel energy
content
100%

Figure 14 Typical Sankey diagram for large diesel engine

The large diesel engines used on board ships represent the most efficient way to convert chemical
energy to mechanical energy. The efficiency can almost reach 50%. This still means that half of the
energy content of the fuel is lost on the way. Energy is by definition never lost but it is converted into
heat instead of mechanical power. With suitable equipment some of the “waste” heat can be
recovered. Heat is needed for heating of accommodation, generation of fresh water and heating of
heavy fuel oil. After the heating need has been satisfied the challenge is to convert the remaining
available heat to useful power, e.g. electrical or propulsion power.
Recovery of energy is addressed in work package 4 and presented in “EffShip WP4 Energy efficiency
and heat recovery”5.
The largest source of energy for recovery is the energy in the exhaust gases. The exhaust gas
temperature after the engine varies quite a bit depending on the engine type (2 or 4 stroke) and the
load on the engine. The absolute minimum design criterion for energy recovery is to recover enough
heat so that a sufficient amount of steam or thermal oil heat can be generated to supply consumers
requiring thermal energy (heat).
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Steam heat consumers [kW]
Typical short sea roro
HFO at sea 85% power - keep heat

Alternative fuel operation
730

372
143
0
ME booster
unit

12 12

81,6

0

Bilge water HFO separator
separator

134

82 82
Lube oil
separator
main engine

30 30

10 10

Bilge water
tank

Sludge tank

0
HFO tank
heating

Total steam

Figure 15 Steam heat consumers in a typical short sea roro ship

Energy recovery in ships is in principle all about heat exchangers. The heat exchangers that are used
to recover heat from the exhaust gases are called exhaust gas boilers (EGB). There are a number of
different types but the dominating type on board ships today is the water tube type where coils of
pipe containing water or thermal oil are routed inside a kettle where the exhaust gases pass through
the coil packages. An alternative concept is the smoke tube boiler where a sealed container holds a
water volume and smoke tubes are fitted through the container where the exhaust gas passes and
heats the water.
The media in the “water” tube boiler can either be water that is vaporized to steam, water that is
heated and maintained as fluid by increased pressure or thermal oil which is heated and maintained
as fluid. There are pros and cons with all the systems.
The most common system for waste heat recovery in marine applications is a steam system of 7-8
bar with a water tube boiler where the water is heated to approx. 170C when it vaporizes to steam.
The steam is then fed to the steam consumers, e.g. tank heating, evaporators or sometimes a steam
turbine.

4.2 How much heat can be recovered?
Traditionally the limitation of heat recovery for ships has been the dew point of the exhaust gases.
Since the exhaust gases contains sulphur dioxide from the sulphur in the fuel, the dew point of the
exhaust gases are higher than for exhaust gases without sulphur dioxide, typically approx. 160-180⁰C.
When the exhaust gases condensate in the exhaust pipe and boiler, the surfaces will be exposed to
sulphuric acid, which causes severe corrosion6.
With alternative fuels that contain no sulphur it has been proposed that a larger part of the exhaust
gas heat can be recovered. With sulphur free fuel the exhaust gas temperature could be lowered
considerably, allowing for a larger part of the heat to be recovered. However, this will make the
exhaust gas boiler larger and more expensive. As always, the first kW will be the cheapest to recover.
How much energy that can be recovered is an economical question rather than a technical one.
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5. Applications from WP5-Energy Transformers
5.1 General
In chapter 4 the potential and systems for energy recovery were described. In this chapter the focus
is to convert the recovered energy into useful energy. A more in depth presentation of energy
conversion is available in the work package 5 report “EffShip WP5 Energy Transformers”7.
The first need to be satisfied with recovered energy is the heat demand in order to avoid using
primary fuel powered energy for this. After this has been covered it should be carefully investigated
how much energy that, to an acceptable cost, can be recovered and converted into other useful
energy, i.e. electrical or propulsive power.
There are several methods for converting thermal energy to mechanical/electric energy. The
potential for such energy transformation is limited by the laws of thermodynamics. How much of
thermal energy that can be converted is decided by the temperature difference between the energy
carrier and the cooling media.
The theoretical maximum that can be converted from heat to mechanical energy is described by the
ideal Carnot process with the conversion efficiency of

Where:
Th = is the absolute temperature of the hot reservoir (energy carrier)
Tc = is the absolute temperature of the cold reservoir (cooling media)
It is important to distinguish between the quantity of the recovered energy and the quality, i.e.
temperature of the recovered energy. Lower temperature of the recovered energy will allow for a
larger energy “amount” but lower Carnot efficiency. Below is an example from available exhaust gas
energy to be recovered from 2 x Wärtsilä 8L46F at 85%MCR.
Temp of recovered
heat media

Temp of cooling
media

ηCarnot =
(1-Tc/Th)

Waste heat from 2
Wärtsilä 8L46F at 85%MCR

th = ⁰C
100
120

Th = ⁰K
373
393

tc = ⁰C
25
25

Tc = ⁰K
298
298

ηCarnot
20%
24%

PWH [kW]
6 000
5 400

PWH x ηCarnot
1 206
1 305

140
160
180
200
220
240

413
433
453
473
493
513

25
25
25
25
25
25

298
298
298
298
298
298

28%
31%
34%
37%
40%
42%

4 800
4 200
3 600
3 000
2 400
1 800

1 337
1 309
1 232
1 110
949
754

Relative
EGB size

100%
97%
92%
87%
81%
75%
66%
57%

Table 4 The Carnot efficiency as a function of the temperature of the recovered media

The table shows that the Carnot efficiency below 140⁰C is so low that there is no benefit of the larger
amount of energy that can be recovered. This is purely a thermodynamic optimization.
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Taking into account that the heat exchanger, i.e. the exhaust gas boiler, will increase in size when
more and lower temperature energy is to be recovered, commercial considerations will further limit
how much energy can be justifiably recovered.

5.2 The value of a “free” kW
It is important to identify how much of the waste energy that is reasonable to recover. Inexpensive
marine fuel reduces the interest and the amount of investment that can be justified for energy
recovery whereas expensive fuel pushes the interest in the opposite direction.
Approximate cost for onboard production of:
1 kWh of propulsion power
 € 0.11 /kWh (Main engine operation on HFO SFOC 200 g/kWh)
 € 0.18 /kWh (Main engine operation on MGO SFOC 193 g/kWh)
1 kWh of electric power
 € 0.12 /kWh (Shaft generator on Main engine operation on HFO SFOC 200 g/kWh)
 € 0.20 /kWh (Shaft generator on Main engine operation on MGO SFOC 193 g/kWh)
 € 0.25 /kWh (Aux engine operation on MGO SFOC 193 g/kWh)
Based on HFO cost of approx. 500 €/ton and MGO cost of approx. 800 €/ton
In most cases it is the charterer and not the shipowner who pays for the fuel oil. Long term
agreements are quite rare which means that most shipowners will have a short horizon when it
comes to making investments to reduce the fuel use and hence cost. However, a 3 year payback
time at a capital cost of 5% should still make an investment interesting for most shipowners.
The switch from HFO to more expensive alternatives such as MGO will increase the value of
recovered energy.
Based on MGO as fuel, 1 kW of free electricity onboard will justify an investment of € 4 000 - € 4 500
assuming that the 1 kW power will be available and used 24 hours per day, 7 days per week and 365
days per year. Limited availability or use of the free power will proportionally reduce the justifiable
investment cost.

5.3 Arrangement of energy transformation systems
5.3.1 Gas turbine driven by main engine exhaust gases
At high power outtake from a marine main engine there is excess kinetic energy in the exhaust gases
after the turbo charger that can be used to drive an exhaust gas turbine. MAN has a concept where a
75MW 2-stroke engine will provide an output of 2.3 MW from a generator connected to an exhaust
gas turbine. The current trend with slow steaming at low part load makes this alternative less
popular since the excess kinetic energy in the exhaust is too small to justify an exhaust gas turbine.
Even if the kinetic energy in the exhaust gases is limited there is still significant amount of thermal
energy that can be recovered and converted to useful power.
5.3.2 Exhaust gas driven steam turbine system
When the EffShip short sea roro operates on HFO there will be a need to heat the fuel in the bunker
tanks, fuel treatment plant and fuel booster module. The most energy and cost efficient way to
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provide this heat is to recover it from the exhaust gases. After enough heat has been recovered to
cover the need for the fuel, the remaining heat is normally too small to justify an exhaust gas driven
steam turbine.
If the ship is operating on MGO or alternative fuel such as methanol there will be no need for fuel
heating and almost the full potential of the exhaust gas heat can be utilized for an exhaust gas driven
steam turbine.
When operating on fuel containing no sulphur there is a potential to increase the energy recovery
since the exit temperature of the exhaust gases can be lowered without the risk of condensation of
sulphuric acid. However, the physical size and the cost of the exhaust gas boiler will increase when
more heat is to be recovered which might put economic constraints on how much heat that can be
justified to recover.
A standard exhaust gas driven steam turbine system has the potential to increase the mechanical
output with 5-10%.
5.3.3 Cooling water driven ORC (organic rankine cycle) turbine system
The temperatures of the exhaust gases are typically 250-300C for a two stroke engine and 325 375C for a four-stroke engine. The best option to recover and make good use of this heat is to
produce steam even if it’s not the optimum temperature for steam generation for power
productions.
The high temperature circuit of the cooling water system has an outlet temperature of approx. 80C.
The temperature can be increased by modifications to the cooling circuits where the pressure is
raised to avoid boiling and where the charge air or scavenge air cooling is utilised to increase the
temperature. However, the temperature is still too low to generate good quality steam and a
reasonable pressure. The alternative is to utilize another medium with a lower boiling temperature.
Typical mediums with lower boiling temperature are refrigerants which often are hydrofluorocarbons
(HFC). Di-methyl-ether (DME) and CO2 can also be used.
By recapturing the heat from the cooling water system and by means of an ORC system the
mechanical output can be increased by approx. 5%.
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Turbine Generator

EGB
Condenser

500-1000 kW

Air intake
ORC 2
Ai rcooling HT out

Evaporator

Air cooling HT in
Compressed
air

Turbine Generator

Condenser

250-500 kW

Jacket cooling out
Jacket cooling in
LO cool

LO
COOLER

Compressed
and cooled air

LO cool

Air cooling LT out
Air cooling LT in

Lube oil
Central cooler

Figure 16 System for energy recovery with exhaust gas driven steam turbine and cooling water driven ORC turbine

5.3.4 Power and propulsion
The recovered power is in most cases converted into electrical power. The normal need for a cargo
ship is about 300 – 600 kW of electrical power that is used for navigation, lighting, ventilation,
pumps, etc. When more power is recovered a system to utilize it for propulsion need to be arranged.
The most flexible system is to fit a shaft generator with power take in. This will allow the main engine
to both deliver electric power to the main switchboard as well as receive booster power from the
generators including the waste heat steam and ORC generators.
Equipment

Weight

Four stroke Main Engines 2 x 10 MW
Exhaust gas boiler, EGB
30 ton
Steam turbine
10 ton
Modified cooling system
ORC turbine
20 ton

Size

Recovered
/transformed
energy

Investment
incl.

 5m h=6m
3x3x2m

4 000 kW
600 kW
3000 kW
350 kW

€ 750 000
€ 450 000
€ 100 000
€ 600 000

3x3x2m

Break even
at 75%
NMCR

10 000 h
10 000 h

Table 5 Investment and payback time for exhaust gas driven steam turbine and cooling water driven ORC turbine
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6. Applications from WP6 - System Impact when Using Wind, Wave
and Solar Energy
6.1 General
Wind, wave and sun are energy resources that are free and the “only” problem is to find out how to
utilize them in a cost efficient way.
Regardless of what rough experience you might have had out on the seas the fact is that the sea is
quite calm most of the time. To extract any significant quantity of wave power at a reasonable cost is
not considered to be feasible.
Systems to convert solar energy to electricity are becoming more and more attractive with
decreasing cost and increasing efficiency. The current status is that it will require approx. 20 m2 of
solar panel area to generate 1 kW of electricity from the sun. The investment for the solar panel and
auxiliary systems would be about € 10 000 per kW. The cost for the solar panels is expected to
decrease which eventually might make it attractive as a power sources for lighting, ventilation, air
conditioning, etc. To utilise electricity generated from the sun for propulsion will most likely be too
expensive since this will also require significant additional investments in systems for distribution and
conversion into propulsion power.
If the 20 m2 of solar panel that is needed to generate 1kW of useful power instead is utilized as a sail
on the EffShip Panamax tanker, the average propulsion power gained would be 8 kW. The
investment cost to generate propulsion power from a sail is about 10% of the cost to generate a
similar amount of propulsion power from the sun.

6.2 Evaluated Sail concepts
In EffShip WP 6 three different “sail” concepts were evaluated




Kite
Flettner rotors
Wing Sail

The results are presented in detail in the WP 6 report “EffShip WP6 System Impact when Using Wind,
Wave and Solar energy”8 and the WP 8 report “EffShip WP8 Route study for Panamax tanker”9.

6.3 Criteria for the evaluation of the chosen arrangements
For an operator, the criteria for the choice of a rig is a balance sheet. The propulsive ability is money
coming in. Investment, operation and maintenance are money going out. This suggests that a rig
arrangement which is light, reasonably cheap, and reasonably easy to operate and maintain is likely
to prove a more desirable option than an aerodynamic high performing complex and expensive one.
The following requirements are considered relevant to wind alternatives:
 High level of availability and ability
 Uncomplicated, robust design which is easy and safe to handle
 Adjustable to prevailing conditions
 Not interfering with the cargo handling
 Possible to retrofit
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6.4 Basic sail theory
Wind
 The Ship speed will generate a head wind (red arrow)
 The true wind (blue arrow) is the wind (speed and direction) acting on a static object
 The apparent wind (green arrow) will be the resultant of the ship speed and the true wind
Apparent wind
True wind

Ship speed
(head wind)

Figure 17 Ship’s speed, True wind and Apparent wind

Forces
The sail profile will generate a drag force, FD, in the same direction as the apparent wind and a lift
force, FL, perpendicular to the apparent wind. The thrust force, FT, is the resultant of the two forces
acting on the ship in the ships direction. A heeling force will act perpendicular to the thrust force. The
heeling force will generate a heel and a drift. Both can be neglected for sail applications on large
ships.

FT

FD

FL
Figure 18 Lift Force, Drag Force and resulting Thrust Force
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6.5 Availability and ability
If the speed of the ship is the same or higher than the true wind, the apparent wind will always come
somewhere over the forward quarter (apparent wind direction is < 90⁰).
As an example, a ship’s speed of 12 knots (abt. 6.2 m/s) and a true beam wind of 12 knots gives an
apparent wind direction of 45 degrees in relation to the ship. A true wind of 45 degrees versus the
ship gives an apparent wind of 22.5 degrees which is just about what a good sail can peak.
Apparent
wind

True wind

Ship speed
Head wind

.
Figure 19 Ships speed, True wind and Apparent wind

Consequently the ability to peak high (provide a good sail thrust (FT) at small apparent wind angles) is
a very important quality of an auxiliary sail. Another important quality is to generate as low added
resistance as possible in head winds.
High lift and low drag is important but not at the expense of peaking ability and simplicity.
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6.6 Operation, handling and maintenance
As the above properties are on the cost side of the balance sheet, the design should be optimized
with that in mind.
 Easy operation and handling means that no extra crew number is required either for the
adapting of the sail to prevailing conditions or to set or shorten sail.
 Easy operation means also possibilities to put the equipment as much as possible out of the way
or shortened when not needed (like in port) or at unfavourable sailing/weather conditions.
 Easy maintenance means few wear and tear items and low cost level of spare parts.

6.7 Description of the arrangements
The “sail area” of the three arrangements is chosen so approximately similar performance –
observing the different qualities - can be expected.
6.7.1 Kite
The actual design can be described as a “steerable parachute”. The steering is done by a number of
lines out of a manoeuvre and control device at the end of the kite towing line. The kite towing line
houses both power and signal cables.
The steering is computer controlled and the kite flies in a figure of eight pattern, thus creating its
own relative wind and improving the lift (pulling) ability.
The launching and recovery of the kite is done automatically from a mast/winch arrangement.

Figure 20 With a 640 m2 kite, a Panamax tanker can sail in 8 knots in open wind at a wind speed of 15 m/s

The kite has:
 Very good pulling power at true beam and following winds but practically little peaking ability.
 A risk not to fly if the apparent wind speed drops too low or if winds are gusty.
 No added resistance when “down” and forms no obstacle to cargo handling.
 Possibilities for easy retrofit.
 Apart from hoisting and recovering, only marginal power required (for steering the kite) during
plain sailing.
The actual kite design is developed and marketed by “Skysail” and exists as full scale prototype
installations on some small coasters (m/v Beluga and sisters).
The area of the kite chosen for the EffShip Panamax tanker is 640m2.
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6.7.2 Flettner Rotor
A Flettner rotor is a rotating cylinder vertical to the ship’s deck. The rotation together with the wind
creates a pressure difference on the cylinder orthogonal to the wind direction (the so called Magnus
effect) that in turn gives a propulsive force.
The Flettner rotor has:






A very low projected area compared with a wing sail for the same propulsive capacity.
A somewhat lower peaking ability than a wing sail.
Requires power to rotate the cylinder during plain sailing.
Will require a large bearing arrangement to accommodate the rotating motion. This will also
make a folding function more complicated.
Possibilities for reasonably easy retrofit.

Figure 21 Flettner rotors applied on EffShip Panamax platform vessel

The arrangement chosen for the EffShip Panamax tanker is four rotors, each 28.2 meters high and a
diameter of 4.7 meters. Two rotation speeds, 120 rpm and 150 rpm, were evaluated.
The rotors are placed two at each side in zig-zag pattern.
Flettner rotors have been studied for about 100 years. Numerous papers are published and rotors
have been built and tested both in model and full scale.
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6.7.3 Wing Sail
Within the EffShip project, the partner ScandiNaos has suggested a version – “EffSail” - based on the
square sail concept.
The design consists of a number of profiles mounted on a telescopic backbone with the possibility to
stow one in the other. In fully stowed position the retracted pack of profiles is folded to the deck.
The “EffSail” has:
 Curved profile for high lift and high peaking performance
 Adaptability to various wind conditions with increasing structural strength as the area is
shortened.
 Possibility to stow away completely for preventing added resistance in headwind and
forming an obstacle for cargo handling.
 Possibility to retrofit.
 Apart from power for hoisting/lowering and bracing, no further added power is required
during plain sailing.

Figure 22 Wing sails applied on EffSip Panamax platform vessel

The arrangement that is chosen for the EffShip Panamax tanker is four masts each 52 meters high
and with a “yard” (corda) length of the widest panel of 17m. The masts are placed two at each side in
zig-zag pattern. The total sail area is about 3 500m2.
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6.7.4

Results

Evaluation methodology
Mathematical models have been developed for the three sail arrangements and validated as far as
possible against available experimental data.
Simulations with the SSPA in house computer program SEAMAN have been performed.
Performance
The contribution of the sail system is presented as reduction in propulsion power at maintained
speed.
Reduction of propulsion power for a Panamax tanker
for different sail alternatives
Ship speed 12 knots, wind speed 9 m/s

Relative redcution in propulsion power

130%

As built
Rotors (4 rotors d=4.7 m h= 28 m)

120%

Rotors if not folded
EffSail telescopic and foldable (total sail area 3500m2)

110%

Kite 640 m2

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
0

30

60

90

120

150

180

true wind direction (degr)

Figure 23 Reduction in propulsion power at maintained speed for the different sail alternatives

8

Ship’s behaviour
Heel, leeway and correction rudder is not considered a problem for a Panamax tanker or bulk carrier
as long as the engine is under operation of at least 20 % of NCR.
For a short sea Roro this might be the case as stability in loaded condition sometimes is low. Also the
freedom to arrange a balanced rig is limited.
6.7.5 How to use
A kite can give high reduction in engine power but only for true beam wind up to true following wind.
If ship’s speed is too high the apparent wind decreases and if too low the kite cannot fly.
A Flettner rotor can peak 30 to 40 degrees to the apparent wind.
An EffShip wing sail can peak 20 to 30 degrees.
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At a given ship’s speed and with increasing favourable wind, a point will be reached where the
engine will run at too low load. To avoid that, an alternative is to allow the ship’s speed to increase
and adjust the propeller pitch accordingly.
With sufficient favourable wind the engine can be turned off and acceptable speed maintained under
sail alone. With a suitable variable pitch propeller the propeller can be fully feathered when
proceeding under sail alone.
Economic evaluation
In the same way as it is important to identify how much of the waste energy that is reasonable to
recover it is important to identify which “free” propulsion power that is possible to harvest based on
an acceptable investment.
Inexpensive marine fuel reduces the interest and the amount of investment that can be justified for
energy recovery whereas expensive fuel pushes the interest in the opposite direction.
Based on HFO cost of approx. 500 €/ton and MGO cost of approx. 800 €/ton, the cost to produce one
kWh of propulsion power is:
€ 0.11 /kWh (Main engine HFO)
€ 0.18 /kWh (Main engine MGO)
Based on MGO as fuel, the possibility to generate1 kW of free propulsion power onboard will justify
an investment of € 4 000 - € 4 500 assuming that the 1 kW power will be available and used 24 hours
per day 365 days per year. Limited availability or use of the free power will proportionally reduce the
justifiable investment cost.
A saving of 1 kW propulsion power has of course the same value.
Naturally each route has to be evaluated individually with regards to prevailing wind and weather
conditions. As a rule of thumb WP 6 suggests that a payback time for kite and rotor is in the order of
3 years with today’s fuel prices. For a wing sail the payback may be approx. 2 years assuming that the
cost to install a 3 500 m2 EffSail rig will be roughly €1 500 000.
Saving all year/winter %

Figure 24 Shipping route Rotterdam Caracas
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Equipment

Weight
(additional)

Size

Power
reduction*

Investment

EffSail

150 tons

3500 m2

1400 kW

€ 1 500 000

* Ship speed 14 knots, Wind speed 8 m/s
Table 6 Investment and payback time for EffSail arrangement on Panamax tanker
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7. WP 7 Logistic system analysis
7.1 Optimum speed in relation to TC rates and fuel cost
The theoretical optimum economical speed at sea for a transport system depends to a large extent
on the time charter rate and the fuel cost. A high time charter rate justifies a higher speed. A very
low time charter rate and a high fuel price will make the charterer chose to keep the ship at sea some
extra days and save on the fuel.
The current trend for extreme slow steaming is somewhat artificial and a consequence of the oversupply of tonnage on the market due to unprecedented newbuilding volumes in the recent years. In
many segments the charter rate today is just enough to cover the running costs. It is not realistic to
believe that the low charter rate will prevail since they are now too low to finance any newbuildings.
An increased transport demand, together with scrapping of old ships, will eventually re-establish a
better balance between supply and demand of tonnage. This will make the charter rates recover and
the optimum economical speed will increase because the cost to keep the ship at sea an extra day
will increase.



High newbuilding costs will increase the optimum economical speed
High fuel price will reduce the optimum economical speed

Most economical speed as a function of TC cost
16
14

Ship speed [kn]

12
10
8
6

Fuel cost €500/ton

Fuel cost €1000/ton

4
2
0
€-

€ 10 000

€ 20 000

€ 30 000

€ 40 000

TC cost [€/day]
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Appendix A - Main Particulars Platform vessels
Platform vessel 1 - 3 deck 3200 lm roro ship
Description
The ship is a roro carrier, intended for roro handling of non-unitised cargos, unitised cargo, cargo on
wheels, road vehicles, etc. The ship is equipped with a single screw of CP type, single spade rudder,
soft nose and bulbous bow and moderate pram stern with skeg. The engine and accommodation are
located forward. Access to the cargo areas is arranged via a full width stern ramp/door to deck 2 and
via internal ramps to deck 3 and 1.
The basic version has 3 cargo decks. The design to be such that a 4th cargo deck can be added either
during the construction phase or as retrofit.
An optional 4th cargo deck will be reached via an internal ramp.
Main Particulars
Dimensions
LOA
Lpp
Beam, moulded

205.0 m
196.6m
26.7 m

Deck.
Deck 1
Deck 2
Deck 3

Denomination
Lower hold
Main deck
Weather deck

height above BL
4.0 m
10.05 m
16.25 m

Trading Area
World Wide.
Capacities and DW
Cargo areas and capacities
Deck
free height
Deck 1
5.1 m
Deck 2
5.1m
Deck 3
7.1/10.0 m*

clear width
22.0 m
24.2 m
24.2 m

*under the mooring deck aft 7.1m, under the superstructure = 10.0m
Draught & DW
Design draught
DW design
Trailer draught
DW trailer
Permissible scantling draught

8.2 m
14 200 ton
6.9m
8 900 ton
to be calculated
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Tank Capacities (indicative)
Alternative A, HFO
Alternative A, MDO
Alternative B, Methanol
Lube oil
Fresh water
Misc
Ballast water
Heeling water

1 400 tons
200 tons
2 000 tons
50 tons
150 tons
150 tons
10 000 tons
1 000 tons

Machinery
MCR about 18.000 kW
Alternative 1, 1 x Wärtsilä 8RT-flex60C direct driven on CP propeller
Alternative 2, 2 x 8L46F with reduction gear and 1 CP propeller
Generators
2x 1.600 kW diesel generators with MGO or methanol operation.
1x 2.200 kW de-clutchable shaft generator with stable frequency within the operable rpm range.
Fuel
Alternative A, HFO 380 cst
Alternative B, Methanol
Speed
Speed
18 knots
22 knots

Draught
8.2 m
6.9 m

Sea margin
15%
15%

Main engine condition
SFOC optimised engine rating
90% SMCR

Class, Nationality, Rules and Regulations
The vessel is designed for UK flag rules and with Swedish/Finnish Ice Class 1A.
The Class notations will be:
DNV: *1A1 General Cargo Carrier/RoRo Container ICE-1A, E0, NAUT-AW TMON Clean, COMF-V(2)BIS
or
Corresponding notations in Lloyds Register, LR
Upcoming rules to be incorporated such as:





Exhaust gas emissions according to Tier III
Ballast water treatment
Harmonised rules for damaged Stability
Fire fighting
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General arrangement EffShip roro
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Platform Vessel 2 - Panamax tanker
Description
Product tanker for crude oil and refined oil products. Double hull corrugated tank bulkheads built at
Dalian Shipyard 2004-2005
Main Particulars
Dimensions
LOA
Lpp
Beam, moulded
Depth moulded
Design draft
Scantling draft

228.6 m
219 m
32.2 m
20.6 m
12.5 m
14.4 m

Trading Area
World Wide.
Capacities and DW
 Deadweight at scantling draft
72 750 tons
 12 cargo tanks, 3 segregations plus 2 slop tanks, all coated
 Stainless steel piping, steam tank heating in all tanks
 Combined flue gas generator for inert gas
 Vapour return lines
 2 fixed cleaning guns in each tank
Cargo and ballast pumps
 Steam driven cargo pumps 3 x 2,000 m3/h
 Electrically driven ballast pumps 2 x 1,100 m3/h
Machinery
 Engine MAN -B&W 6S60 MC 12,240 kW
 Propeller Fixed pitch diameter 6.86 m
 Cruising range 17,000 nm
 Aux. engines 3 x 750 kW
 Fuel fired boilers 2 x 20 tons/h
 Exhaust gas economizer 1.5 tons/h
Fuel
Alternative A, HFO 380 cst
Alternative B, Methanol
Speed
Service speed
16 knots
15.5 knots

Draught
Ballast
Design

80% MCR incl 15% sea margin
80% MCR incl 15% sea margin
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Class and class notation
 Det Norske Veritas
 Class notation DNV+A1 Tanker for oil ESP NAUT ICUS E0 COAT -2 VCS-2
Upcoming rules to be incorporated such as:





Exhaust gas emissions according to Tier III
Ballast water treatment
Harmonised rules for damaged Stability
Fire fighting
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General arrangement EffShip Panamax tanker
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